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FreeFreeReport a problemThe resource is designed for UK teachers. View the US version. A quadrilateral is a polygon with four sides. There are many special types of quadrilaterals. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral in which both pairs of opposite sides are parallel. A parallelogram also has the following properties:
Opposite angles are congruent; Opposite sides are congruent; Adjacent angles are supplementary; The diagonals are bisected together. A rectangle is a parallelogram with four right angles, so all rectangles are also parallelograms and quadrilaterals. On the other hand, not all quadrilaterals and parallelograms are
rectangles. A rectangle has all the properties of a parallelogram, plus the following: Diagonals are congruent. A diamond is a parallelogram with four congruent sides. The plural of rhombo is rhombi . (I love that word.) A diamond has all the properties of a parallelogram, in addition to the following: Diagonals intersect at
right angles. A square can be defined as a diamond that is also a rectangle – in other words, a parallelogram with four congruent sides and four right angles. A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with exactly a couple of parallel sides. (There may be some confusion about this word depending on the country you are in. In India
and Britain, they say trapeze; in the United States, trapezium usually means a ring with no parallel sides.) An isosceles trapezoid is a trapeze whose non-parallel sides are congruent. A kite is a quadrilateral with exactly two pairs of adjacent congruent sides. (This definition excludes rhombi. Some textbooks say that a
comet has at least two pairs of adjacent congruent sides, so a diamond is a special case of a comet.) A scaled quadrilateral is a four-sided polygon that has no congruent sides. Here are three examples. Venn Quadrilateral Classification Diagram The following Venn Diagram shows the inclusions and intersections of the
various types of quadrilaterals. Related Topics: More lessons for grade math worksheets 5 Examples, videos, worksheets, stories and songs to help grade 5 students learn how to rank quadrilaterals. The following flowchart shows the relationship between quadrilaterals. Scroll down the page for more examples and
solutions. Ring types Quadrilateral names Different types of quadrilaterals and their properties. Show step-by-step solutions Solution relationships between quadrilaterals Learn about quadrilateral relationships An explanation of the quadrilateral flowchart that shows the properties of the quadrilaterals and their
relationships to each other. Quadrilateral - Four-sided parallelogram - A four-sided figure in the Each pair of opposite sides are Parallel Rectangle - A Parallelogram with Four Right Angles Rhombus - A Parallelogram in which all sides are equally measured Square - A figure with all the properties of a trapezoid rectangle
and diamond - A figure with exactly one set of parallel sides Isosceles Trapezoid - A A A Where the non-parallel sides are the same size Show step-by-step solutions Geometry: Quadrilaterals Show step-by-step solutions Try the free Mathway calculator and problem solver below to practice various math themes. Test the
given examples, or write your own problem and check your answer with step-by-step explanations. We appreciate your comments, comments and questions about this site or page. Please submit your comments or inquiries through our feedback page. Quadrilateral only means four sides (square means four, side means
side). A quadrilateral has four sides, is 2 dimensions (a flat shape), closed (the lines join) and has straight sides. (See also this in interactive quadrilaterals) Properties A quadrilateral has: four sides (edges) four vertices (corners) inner angles that add to 360 degrees: Try to draw a quadrilateral and measure the angles.
There are special types of quadrilaterals to 360o types of quadrilaterals: Some types are also included in the definition of other types! For example, a square, diamond, and rectangle are also parallelograms. See below for more details. Let's look at each type in turn: The Rectangle the small squares in each corner mean
right angle A rectangle is a four-sided shape where each angle is a right angle (90o). The opposite sides are also parallel and of equal length. The square of the small squares in each corner means right angle A square has equal sides (marked s) and each angle is a right angle (90o) Also the opposite sides are parallel.
A square also conforms to the definition of a rectangle (all angles are 90o), and a diamond (all sides are of equal length). Rhombus A diamond is a four-sided shape where all sides have the same length (marked s). The opposite sides are also parallel and the opposite angles are equal. Another interesting thing is that
the diagonals (discontinuous lines) are in the middle at a right angle. In other words, they bisect (cut in half) with each other at right angles. A diamond is sometimes called a diamond or a diamond. Parallelogram A has parallel opposite sides equal in length. The opposite angles are also the same (angles A are the same,
and angles B are the same). NOTE: Squares, Rectangles and Rhombuses are all Parallelograms! A parallelogram with: all equal sides and angles A and B as right angles is a square! Trapezoid (UK: Trapezium) Trapezoid Isosceles Trapezoid A trapezoid (called a trapezoid in the UK) has a couple of parallel opposite
sides. And a trapeze (called a trapeze in the UK) is a ring with no parallel sides: Trapezoid Trapezium In the US: a pair of parallel sides NOT parallel sides in the Kingdom There are NO parallel sides a couple of parallel sides (US and UK definitions are swapped!) An Isosceles trapezoid, as shown above, has the left and
right sides of equal length that join the base at equal angles. Comet Hey, it looks like a comet (usually). It has two pairs of sides: each pair is made of two sides of equal length Join. Also: the angles where the two pairs are located are equal. diagonals, shown as dashed lines above, are at a right angle. one of the bisects
diagonals (cuts equal to half) the other. ... and that's it for special quadrilaterals. Irregular quadrilaterals The only regular quadrilateral (all equal sides and all equal angles) is a square. So all the other quadrilaterals are irregular. The quadrilateral definitions of the family tree chart are inclusive. So we included a square in
the definition of a rectangle. (We don't say Having all angles of 90o makes it a rectangle, except when all sides are equal, then it's a square.) This may seem strange, since in everyday life we think of a square as not being a rectangle ... but in math it is. Using the following table we can answer questions such as: Is a
Square a Type of Rectangle? (Yes) Is a Rectangle a type of comet? (No) Quadrilateral Complex Oh Yes! when two sides cross, we call it a Complex or Self-Intersecting quadrilateral, like these: They still have 4 sides, but two sides cross. Polygon A quadrilateral is a polygon. In fact, it is a 4-sided polygon, just as a
triangle is a 3-sided polygon, a pentagon is a 5-sided polygon, and so on. Play with them Now that you know the different types, you can play with interactive quadrilaterals. Other names A quadrillateral can sometimes be called: a Quadrangular (four angles), so it sounds like a triangle a Tetragon (four polygons), so it
sounds like pentagon, hexagon, etc. Copyright © 2020 MathsIsFun.com MathsIsFun.com
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